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Dear Family.

I am compiling the Trading Cheat Sheets that I have made till now.

Low commentary, no lecture, just Alpha.

Please keep them handy, learn them as you will need them to for the Bitcoin Day Trading Course.

P. S. Everything that I share is for free. I would like to thank the people at Delta for helping with the content making. I don't have any

paid groups so please don't fall for this scam. I aim to make the most complete and best trading tutorials.

Here is how you can help me and the community. 

1. Share the tutorials wherever you can. 

2. By Signing up to to Delta and trading there http://delta.exchange/EmperorBTC

PLEASE BE READY FOR THE BITCOIN DAY TRADING COURSE.

Thank You Very Much. Let's Go.

http://delta.exchange/EmperorBTC
























Life Cycle of a Crypto Trader.



How to Trade the range.



Explained in one chart: 

-Using EMA as Support/Resistance • Addition to an open position • Supply absorbing candle • Swing high occurrence 

Volume Confirmation • Supply Zone 



Scalp short sample.



1. Look for uptrend. 2. If a candle suddenly has disproportionate volume with a huge upper wick, look for shorts. The disproportionate volume

occurs due to huge take Profits at those levels, even if the price closes up. 

Trend Reversal Short Setup. 



1. Entry on Consolidation break-out. 2. Addition on Re-test. 3. Addition upon swing high break.

Adding more capital to an existing entry upon further confirmations. 



How Pump and Dump works



This theory was first described by David H. Weis. This is an anomaly in PA and should be looking for reversal. 

Look for an exit if there is 

-Uptrend

-Increasing Volume

-Low body spread & Long upper wick

- Sudden volume jump.

Candle Body and Volume Anomaly. 



1. RSI forms Higher Low

2. Price makes Lower-Low

3. Volume decreasing on price re-tracement

4. VWAP Broken and support established.

5. Entry on resistance break.

Day Trading Strategy with RSI



1. Wait for Down-trend to break

2. Support base formed

3. EMA cross

Enter only when all 3 conditions are satisfied. Volume expansion should occur on ALL price pumps. Works best on 4 hour and Daily Time frame. 

TP= Bearish cross

Find Alt-coin Bottom.



1. Consolidation below 200 EMA 

2. EMA Crossover

3. Breakout

4. Volume confirmation entry

Setup. 



Retracement VS Reversal.



Draw the Fibs on the 4 hours Swing High Low (Could be ATH). •  Do the same on the recent Swing high low • 1 Hour Preferred. Find the

confluence. 

Enter on the lower time frame bottom with Reversal candle.

Scalping Tips.



It is after it breaks it's downtrend on the daily chart. But a mere break of the down-trendline doesn't imply reversal.

Next horizontal level break, If done with volume, is a safe entry.

This will prevent you from buying the bottom but is safer. 

The Best time to buy Alts



1. Follow the trend and just take trades in that direction.

2. Don't counter trade the trend to pinch pennies. 

3. Trading against the trend makes you a hero but you don't need to be that. 

A Trick for all Traders.



These are the cheat sheets and charts I have made so far. If there is something you don't understand, don't hesitate to refer to the

Tutorial Index in the Telegram Group. 

I hope this helps in memorising and learning a few techniques quickly. 

Keep this on hand for the upcoming tutorials. Share with a friend, talk about it, learn and grow together. 

Be ready. 

Love, 

EmperorBTC


